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Not everyone’s a fan…



Economic rationale
• Most durable goods are used far less than 100% of 

the time by their owners  

• “Sharing economy” (P2P rental markets) could 
facilitate valuable trades between owners and 
non-owners   

• Longer run: With higher utilization, society might 
need less of the good



Questions
• For which goods will a sharing economy rental market 

emerge?  

• For a given good, who owns and who rents, and at 
what rental rate? 

• How does consumption change (who & how much)? 

• Does a short-run look different from a long-run, when 
the ownership decision can be revised?    

• Will total ownership decrease?



This paper 

• A simple model of a sharing rental market for a 
“shareable” good 

• Survey evidence on ownership, rental and sharing 
for a collection of goods 

• http://www.john-joseph-horton.com/papers/sharing.pdf
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Preview of findings
• From the survey: 

• Planned usage matters, as does income, in explaining ownership 

• Size of usage “chunks” and their predictability important for explaining 
renting versus owning 

• From the model: 

• Short-run: Surplus is positive and increasing in the valuation of the good by 
non-owners, but decreasing in the rental rate needed to clear the market 

• If the short-run market-clearing rental rate is above the purchase price, 
ownership increases.   

• Long-run: When ownership can be revised, rental rate equals the purchase 
price. 



Model setup
1. Consumers decide whether to own or not own some good 
based on their utility from expected usage, before P2P rental is 
possible.  

• Consumer heterogeneity in marginal utility from usage & 
declining marginal utility in usage 

2. A P2P rental market emerges where owners rent to non-
owners (the short-run) 

•Market cleared by the rental rate of the good 

3. All consumers revise their ownership decisions in light of the 
possibility of P2P rental (the long-run)



What is not in the simple 
model (but is in the paper)

• Bringing-to-market costs: 

• Transaction costs (finding trading partners, 
coming to terms etc.); depreciation of the good 
from usage; labor inputs to the good (e.g., UberX 
is not just about having a car)



c(x) = x

2
But there is some (growing) cost to usage: 

Utility is: 

x

§ =Æ
And so usage is: 

leaving 1°x

§ unused.

b(x) = 2Æx

There’s some benefit to usage: 

x =Fraction of time spent using the good



Ownership decision

Fraction of time 
using the good



Consider two consumer types:  
high and low valuations



Pre-sharing demand curve 
for the good

Fraction of high-types in the market



The P2P rental market emerges:
The owner’s new usage decision problem:  

The would-be renter’s decision problem:  

Usage decision: 

Usage w/ no intensive  
margin opportunity cost

Both economize on  
usage because of  

rental rate



Market clearing
Supply from owners Demand from non-owners

How much demand How much supply
Equilibrium price & quantity: 

High owner  
valuation  

reduces supply

High non-owner  
valuation means high  

demand

Same 
# types max. 
qty traded



If supply is high 
enough or  
demand slack 
enough,  
a de minimus 
price is possible 
in the short-run



Consumption & welfare
For the owners: For renters: 

Overall: 

When to P2P rental markets unlock most surplus? 
When excess capacity of high-types (when they own but 
don’t rent) equals total demand of low-types (if they were 
to own). This makes rental rate 0 and thus no usage 
economization is needed. 



Long-run: Revised ownership

Returns to owning Returns to renting

Long-run rental rate equals the product market price; 
ownership is unrelated to usage valuation. 

Does ownership go up or down in the long-run?
If the short-run rental rate is below purchase price, then 
aggregate ownership declines; otherwise increases.



Product market demand curves in 
long-run with and without P2P rental

Long-run P2P can support a higher  
product market price, including  
one where formerly no one owned.



Pre-Sharing Short-run P2P Long-run P2P

Ownership High-types own High-types own Ownership 
unrelated to type

Usage
Owners use 
good until  

MU = 0
Owners & renters 
use until MU = r

Owners & renters 
use until MU = r

Rental rate NA
Depends on 

relative supply & 
demand 

imbalance

equal to product 
market price

Amount of 
ownership

Frac. of high-
types

Frac. of high 
types

Avg. usage = 
avg. ownership





Survey on  
ownership and “rentability”

• Conducted a survey on MTurk asking respondents a series 
of questions about a specific good e.g. “Pickup truck” 

• How much they would use if they owned and  whether 
they own or have rented the good 

• If they don’t own, reasons for non-ownership  

• Also asked about how predictable usage is for the good 
and the size of a usage “session”  

• Asked about income 



Does estimated usage predict 
ownership? 

Goods tend to own a good 
when they would use it a lot

Income does 
matter

But not 
everything



Fraction respondents citing 
income



Bringing-to-market costs
• Pools of owners and non-owners is not everything 

• Some goods would be easier to rent out and rent 
than others. Hypothesis:  

• Those with highly predictable usage might be 
easier to rent out since it allows for planning or 
perhaps inter-temporal substitution  

• A good has to be used for a long enough period 
of time per session to make renting worthwhile  



Does usage predictability and size of  
usage sessions predict ownership? 

Unpredictable and small-use 
session goods are more 

likely to be owned. 

Seem to be 
picking up different  
aspects of a good



Mean predictability and usage 
chunkiness scores by good

Mean 
predictability 

score

Mean usage size score



Thank you

• Paper: “Peer-to-Peer Rental Markets: Some 
Thoughts on the Sharing Economy”  

• Authors: John Horton & Richard Zeckhauser 

• Link: http://www.john-joseph-horton.com/papers/
sharing.pdf
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